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Fixed Star, Sign and Constellation
Magic Christopher Warnock
De Imaginibus 2nd Edition Ab? al?asan Th?bit Ibn Qurr? al-S?b?
2010-01-06 De Imaginibus, "On Images"
is, after Picatrix, the most
important text for medieval and
Renaissance astrological magic. De
Imaginibus was written in the 9th
century A.D. by Thabit Ibn Qurra and
represents the height of astrological
magic technique, using the full range
of traditional astrological technique
developed by the sophisticated
Harranian Sabians. De Imaginibus
explains how to create house based
talismans, how to use horary
questions to forecast and anchor
talismans and how to tune talismans
to individual natal charts. This
edition contains the first ever
English translation and commentary by
the noted contemporary astrological
magician, Christopher Warnock, as
well as illustrations by the artist
and contemporary mage Nigel Jackson.
Planetary Magick Melita Denning 2011
Planetary magick lies at the root of
all astrological, alchemical, and
Qabalistic lore. Although the

planetary powers of the cosmos are
far beyond our intervention, their
correspondences in the depths of the
psyche are within our reach through
certain special meditative and ritual
methods.
Green Wizardry John Michael Greer
2013-08-19 Tested skills for thriving
in the age of limits
The Celtic Golden Dawn John Michael
Greer 2013-02-08 A century ago,
Celtic groups descending from the
famed Hermetic Order of the Golden
Dawn pioneered a fascinating form of
ceremonial magic invoking Pagan
Celtic powers instead of relying on
the more commonly used JudeoChristian names and symbols. Those
groups disappeared many decades ago,
and their teachings were lost. But
today, their legacy has been reborn.
Respected occult author and Grand
Archdruid John Michael Greer has recreated a complete magical system
based on the Celtic Golden Dawn
traditions. This new book provides
students with a complete curriculum
of Druidical magic and occult wisdom,
including training in ceremonial
magic, meditation, pathworking,
divination, geomancy, and herbal
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alchemy, allowing self-initiation
into the three degrees of Ovate,
Bard, and Druid. Structured to
resemble a long-lost correspondence
course, The Celtic Golden Dawn
presents a series of knowledge
lectures, meditations, and rituals
leading to mastery of the most
important magical techniques.
Three Books of Occult Philosophy Or
Magic Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa von
Nettesheim 1897 The work that
influenced Dr. John Dee and many,
many other prominent occultists.
Agrippa wrote his books in his early
twenties, but continually updated and
revised them over the following two
decades.
Arbatel-- Concerning the Magic of the
Ancients Joseph H. Peterson 2009 In
many ways, Arbatel is unique among
texts on magic. Unlike the vast
majority of writings, it is clear,
concise, and elegantly written. The
practical instructions are
straightforward and undemanding. When
it first appeared in 1575, it
attracted the attention of people
with a surprisingly broad range of
agendas, including some of the finest
minds of the time. Often quoted and
reprinted, both praised and
condemned, its impact on western
esoteric philosophy has been called
"overwhelming." Arbatel's magic is
full of wonder and free from the
sinister elements usually associated
with texts on the subject. But it is
about more than magic; filled with
gnomic wisdom, it urges us to help
our neighbors, be positive and
grateful, and use time wisely. Above
all, it teaches us to pay attention,
looking for the wondrous and
miraculous. In fact, to the author
this virtually defines the magus.
Included are illustrations,
bibliography, index, and original
Latin text. First English translation
published since in 1655.
The Philosophy of Natural Magic

Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa von
Nettesheim 1913
The Black Pullet Anonymous 2000-08-13
First surfacing in France in the 18th
century, The Black Pullet is a guide
to the construction and use of
magical talismanic rings. With the
use of these rings, people attained
extraordinary powers. Perhaps the
most wonderful secret revealed is
thepower to produce the Black Pullet,
otherwise known as the "Hen with the
Golden Eggs." Unlimited wealth was
granted to the person who achieved
the creation of this incredible Hen.
*Includes complete instructions for
creating the Black Pullet.
Magic in Western Culture Brian P.
Copenhaver 2015-09-09 The story of
the beliefs and practices called
'magic' starts in ancient Iran,
Greece, and Rome, before entering its
crucial Christian phase in the Middle
Ages. Centering on the Renaissance
and Marsilio Ficino - whose work on
magic was the most influential
account written in premodern times this groundbreaking book treats magic
as a classical tradition with
foundations that were distinctly
philosophical. Besides Ficino, the
premodern story of magic also
features Plotinus, Iamblichus,
Proclus, Aquinas, Agrippa,
Pomponazzi, Porta, Bruno, Campanella,
Descartes, Boyle, Leibniz, and
Newton, to name only a few of the
prominent thinkers discussed in this
book. Because pictures play a key
role in the story of magic, this book
is richly illustrated.
Islamicate Occult Sciences in Theory
and Practice 2020-11-16 Islamicate
Occult Sciences in Theory and
Practice presents the latest research
on Islamic occult sciences from a
variety of disciplinary perspectives,
namely intellectual history,
manuscript studies and material
culture.
36 Faces Austin Coppock 2014-06-18 A
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history and comprehensive guide to
the pictorial symbols of the ancient
system of the thirty-six Astrological
Decans, with notes on symbolism and
astrological interpretation.
Picatrix 2020-04-22 A manual for
constructing talismans, mixing
magical compounds, summoning
planetary spirits, and determining
astrological conditions, Picatrix is
a cornerstone of Western esotericism.
It offers important insights not only
into occult practices and beliefs but
also into the transmission of magical
ideas from antiquity to the present.
Dan Attrell and David Porreca’s
English translation opens the world
of this vital medieval treatise to
modern-day scholars and lay readers.
The original text, Ghāyat al-Ḥakīm,
was compiled in Arabic from over two
hundred sources in the latter half of
the tenth century. It was translated
into Castilian Spanish in the midthirteenth century, and shortly
thereafter into Latin. Based on David
Pingree’s edition of the Latin text,
this translation captures the spirit
of Picatrix’s role in the European
tradition. In the world of Picatrix,
we see a seamless integration of
practical magic, earnest piety, and
traditional philosophy. The detailed
introduction considers the text’s
reception through multiple iterations
and includes an enlightening
statistical breakdown of the rituals
described in the book. Framed by
extensive research on the ancient and
medieval context that gave rise to
the Latin version of the text, this
translation of Picatrix will be an
indispensable volume for students and
scholars of the history of science,
magic, and religion and will
fascinate anyone interested in the
occult.
Making Talismans Nick Farrell 2001
Includes information on what
talismans are and how they work; a
brief history of talismans in the

Western Magical tradition; how to use
names of power, angels, magical
languages, and color magic; how to
draw talismans, consecrate them, and
even destroy them.
Tarot Revelations Joseph Campbell
1982
Forbidden Rites Richard Kieckhefer
1998 Forbidden Rites consists of an
edition of one of the most
interesting and important manuscripts
of medieval magic that has yet come
to light. In addition to the Latin
text, Kieckhefer provides full
commentary, including detailed
analysis of the text and its
contents, discussion of the
historical context, translation of
representative sections, and
comparison with other necromantic
texts of the late Middle Ages.
Picatrix Maslamah ibn Aḥmad Majrīṭī
2002
Picatrix, English Edition Edmund
Kelly
The Illustrated Picatrix: The
Complete Occult Classic of
Astrological Magic John Michael Greer
2015-03-10 The Picatrix is the most
famous grimoire of astrological magic
and one of the most important works
of medieval and Renaissance magic.
With all four books, the complete
text, in one volume, translated and
annotated by the noted scholars,
magicians and astrologers John
Michael Greer and Christopher
Warnock, Picatrix takes its rightful
place as an essential occult text for
modern esotericists. The Illustrated
Picatrix contains over 120
illustrations, with images of the 7
planets and 28 Mansions of the Moon
by Nigel Jackson as well as images of
the 36 decans and 12 signs by
Renaissance artists. This is an
authentic ancient magical text,
lucidly translated and fully
annotated with over 400 footnotes.
Kabbalah, Magic, and the Great Work
of Self-transformation Lyam Thomas
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Christopher 2006 Based on an
innovative blend of Kabbalah and
magic, a step-by-step program toward
spiritual attainment guides readers
through each level of the the Golden
Dawn system of ritual magic and its
corresponding sphere in the Kabbalah
Tree of Life. Original. 10,000 first
printing.
The Golden Dawn Israel Regardie
2016-01-08 First published in 1937,
Israel Regardie’s The Golden Dawn has
become the most influential modern
handbook of magical theory and
practice. In this new, definitive
edition, noted scholar John Michael
Greer has taken this essential
resource back to its original,
authentic form. With added
illustrations, a twenty-page color
insert, additional original material,
and refreshed design and typography,
this powerful work returns to its
true stature as a modern masterpiece.
An essential textbook for students of
the occult, The Golden Dawn includes
occult symbolism and Qabalistic
philosophy, training methods for
developing magical and clairvoyant
powers, rituals that summon and
banish spiritual potencies, secrets
of making and consecrating magical
tools, and much more.
Mansions of the Moon: A Lunar Zodiac
for Astrology and Magic 2nd Edition
with 2019-2033 Mansion Ephemeris
Christopher Warnock
Secrets of Planetary Ritual 2nd
Edition Christopher Warnock 2009
Secrets of Planetary Ritual is the
first English translation of the
authentic planetary invocations of
the Harranian Sabians from the most
famous of astrological grimoires, the
Picatrix. It contains full
instructions for the ritual
conjuration of the seven planets.
Translated by John Michael Greer and
Christopher Warnock from Pingree's
Latin critical edition it also
contains the Arabic spirit names from

the Ritter & Plessner's German
translation of Picatrix. Authentic
and magically potent, Secrets of
Planetary Ritual provides the perfect
ceremonial invocations for the
creation of planetary talismans.
The Complete Picatrix: The Occult
Classic of Astrological Magic Liber
Atratus Edition John Michael Greer
2011
Mystical Astrology According to Ibn
'Arabi Titus Burckhardt 2001-01-01
This work aims to provide the
underlying spiritual principles, from
the point of view of the Sufi master.
It may complement anyone's personal
library or collection of works on
astrology.
Astral High Magic: De Imaginibus of
Thabit Ibn Qurra John Michael Greer
The Magus Francis Barrett 2010-03-16
The Magus, or Celestial
Intelligencer; being a Complete
System of Occult Philosophy is a
handbook of the occult and ceremonial
magic compiled by Francis Barrett and
published in 1801. This book
facilitated the modern revival of
magic by making information from
otherwise rare books readily
available. It may have influenced
novelist Edward Bulwer-Lytton and
occultist Eliphas Levi. More
controversially, it has been
identified as an influence on Joseph
Smith, Jr., founder of the Latter Day
Saint movement, in Reed C. Durham,
Jr.'s speech "Is There No Help for
the Widow's Son?" Reproduction of
1801 Edition.
On the Shadows of the Ideas Giordano
Bruno 2020-03-10 ON THE SHADOW OF THE
IDEAS: Comprising an art of
investigating, discovering, judging,
ordering, and applying, set forth for
the purpose of inner writing, and not
for vulgar operations of memory. by
Giordano Bruno translated by John
Michael Greer LOST SECRETS OF THE ART
OF MEMORY One of the forgotten
traditions of Western occultism, the
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Art of Memory was a set of
disciplines dating from ancient times
that enabled the scholars and mages
of the Renaissance to upgrade their
own brains, storing vast amounts of
data in their own memories. In 1592,
Giordano Bruno, the greatest master
of the Art of Memory, published the
secrets of his advanced version of
the Art in an enigmatic Latin text.
Now noted occult scholar John Michael
Greer has translated the entire text
of "On the Shadows of the Ideas", and
provided it with an introduction,
detailed notes, examples of Bruno's
memory images, and a detailed guide
to practical work with his system.
The Arabic Influences on Early Modern
Occult Philosophy Liana Saif
2016-04-29 Investigating the impact
of Arabic medieval astrological and
magical theories on early modern
occult philosophy, this book argues
that they provided a naturalistic
explanation of astral influences and
magical efficacy based on
Aristotelian notions of causality.
The Celestial Art Demetra George
2018-06-10 Before its modern
incarnation of predictive horoscopy,
Astrology was in centuries past
integrated with science, magic,
mysticism and philosophy. In this
groundbreaking anthology, ten of
today's most influential esoteric
astrologers write concerning
Astrology's hidden occult aspects,
from herbalism to witchcraft, to
philosophy and practical sorcery.
Contributing authors include Demetra
George, Austin Coppock, John Michael
Greer, Jason Miller, Freedom Cole,
Benjamin Dykes, Daniel Schulke, Al
Cummins, Lee Lehman, Eric Purdue, and
Mallorie Vaudoise.
The New Encyclopedia of the Occult
John Michael Greer 2003 "Written by a
practitioner of various Western
occult traditions -- the author has a
background in druidism, freemasonry,
cabala, Louisiana hoodoo, and is a

certified tarot grandmaster -- this
is an authoritative and engaging
reference on the occult. Crossreferences lead to relevant entries,
and sources for further reading are
often suggested (a bibliography of
these sources is included at the end
of the volume). Extensively
researched yet concise, this
encyclopedia will provide a wide
range of users with information on
both occult history and current
practice."--"Reference that rocks,"
American Libraries, May 2005.
Picatrix Books I and II: Astrological
Magic 2009-10-02 Picatrix, known in
Arabic as the Ghayat al-Hikam, the
Goal of the Wise, is the most
important grimoire of astrological
magic. Written in Arabic circa AD
1000 and translated into Latin in
1256, the Picatrix explains both the
philosophy and practice involved in
the creation of astrological
talismans. This clear and coherent
English translation of books I & II
of the four books of the Pingree
critical edition of the Latin
Picatrix is a key text for both the
practitioner and scholar of medieval
and Renaissance magic and includes
instructions for hundreds of
talismans for love, wealth, health,
success and protection.
Magic and Impotence in the Middle
Ages Catherine Rider 2006-01-26 Magic
and Impotence in the Middle Ages
investigates the common medieval
belief that magic could cause
impotence, focusing particularly on
the period 1150-1450. The subject has
never been studied in detail before,
but there is a surprisingly large
amount of information about it in
four kinds of source: confessors'
manuals; medical compendia that
discussed many illnesses;
commentaries on canon law; and
theological commentaries on the
Sentences of Peter Lombard. Although
most historians of medieval culture
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focus on only one or two of these
kinds of source, a broader comparison
reveals that medieval writers held
surprisingly diverse opinions about
what magic was, how it worked, and
whether it was ever legitimate to use
it. Medieval discussions of magically
caused impotence also include a great
deal of information about magical
practices, most of which have not
been studied before. In particular,
these sources say a great deal about
popular magic, a subject which has
been particularly neglected by
historians because the evidence is
scanty and difficult to interpret.
Magic and Impotence makes new
information about popular magic
available for the first time. Magic
and Impotence also examines why the
authors of legal, medical, and
theological texts were so interested
in popular magical practices relating
to impotence. It therefore uses
magically caused impotence as a casestudy to explore the relationship
between elite and popular culture. In
particular, this study emphasizes the
importance of the thirteenth-century
pastoral reform movement, which
sought to enforce more orthodox
religious practices. Historians have
often noted that this movement
brought churchmen into contact with
popular beliefs, but this is the
first study to demonstrate the
profound effect it had on theological
and legal ideas about magic.
This Is Your Destiny Aliza Kelly
2021-09-28 Your best life is written
in the stars You may know what
astrology is – but what does it
actually do? Why is it so effective,
and how can it be used as a tool for
manifestation? These are the
questions Aliza Kelly answers in This
Is Your Destiny. Elevating astrology
from horoscopes to selfactualization, Aliza goes beyond the
zodiac, illuminating the universe
within. As a rising star in modern

spirituality, Aliza shares the wisdom
of her extensive private practice,
synthesizing thousands of one-on-one
client sessions, intimate stories
from her personal journey, and
esoteric mystical knowledge to
inspire readers through hands-on
exercises, radical techniques, and
groundbreaking insight. Whether
you're a seasoned stargazer or just
beginning your cosmic journey, This
Is Your Destiny will invigorate you
through timeless insight delivered
with soul, humor, and compassion.
Secrets of Planetary Magic 3rd
Edition Christopher Warnock 2010 The
Secrets of Planetary Magic is an
excellent introduction to traditional
planetary magic by Christopher
Warnock, the leading astrological
magician and a master traditional
astrologer. It contains insights
gleaned from a decade of practice and
study of traditional planetary magic
and is an excellent introduction to
traditional astrological magic. The
Secrets of Planetary Magic explains
the theory of planetary magic, the
planetary hours and planetary hour
elections, advanced planetary magic
and contains a complete set of seven
planetary images for talismans and
planetary talisman consecration
instructions.
Cecil Williamson's Book of Witchcraft
Steve Patterson 2020-02-08 This fully
annotated transcript from one of the
great unsung heroes of witchcraft
shares a wonderful collection of
hands-on practices for the
traditional witch. You will also
discover a history of the Museum of
Witchcraft and Magic that Cecil
founded, a treatise on the practices
of the wayside witches, and
fascinating accounts of his meetings
with Aleister Crowley and Gerald
Gardner.
Astrological Magic Benjamin N. Dykes
2012 Written by two veteran
ritualists with 20 years of
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experience apiece, this text
describes magic in terms of spiritual
healing, and is especially written
for contemporary astrologers who want
a more hands-on, ritualized, and
astrologically based spirituality to
complement their chart-reading
practices.
Druidry Handbook John Michael Greer
2021-04-01 The classic guide to
living a spiritual life rooted in
Celtic antiquity and revived to meet
the challenges of contemporary life.
Druidry offers people a path of
harmony through reconnection with the
green Earth. The Druidry Handbook is
the first hands-on manual of
traditional British druid practice
that explores the Sun Path of
seasonal celebration, the Moon Path
of meditation, and the Earth Path of
living in harmony with nature as
tools for crafting an Earth-honoring
life here and now. From ritual and
meditation to nature awareness and
ecological action, John Michael Greer
opens the door to a spirituality
rooted in the living Earth. Featuring
a mix of philosophy, rituals,
spiritual practice, and lifestyle
issues, The Druidry Handbook is an
essential guide for those seriously
interested in practicing a
traditional form of druidry. It
offers equal value to eclectics and
solitary practitioners eager to
incorporate more Earth-based
spirituality into their own belief
system.
The Spiritual Warriors Are Healers
Mfundishi Salim 2017-01-08 This book
"Spiritual Warriors are Healers" is
about the Kemet/Kashspiritual system
along the Hapy (Nile River) Eteru,
northeast Afraka.It is a book of our
ancient story, the parents of
civilization thecreators of Mdw
Ntchr- Divine words and writing of
the creator, divinemath, science,
architecture, Herbology and the
science of healingusing crystals and

colors. This book also explains we
are the foundersof the first
organized combat system the Mentchu
Warrior Arts. Thisbook will help
inspire and empower you, build good
character and teachyou how to be the
captain of your own ship.
Three Books of Occult Philosophy
Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa 2021-11-23
• Three hardcover volumes in slipcase
• Corrects the many mistranslations,
copyist mistakes, and errors
introduced from other editions,
drawing on new research and access to
Agrippa’s source texts • Restores all
of Agrippa’s original illustrations •
Presents a nearly complete
bibliography of Agrippa’s primary
sources One of the most important
texts in the Western magical
tradition for nearly 500 years,
Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa’s 1533
work Three Books of Occult Philosophy
collates a multitude of sources from
the Classical, Medieval, and
Renaissance periods and organizes
them into a coherent explanation of
the magical world. Divided into three
parts--the natural world, the
celestial world, and the divine
world--the book systematically
explains the philosophy, logic, and
methods of magic and astrology and
how they work. The basis for 19thcentury magical orders such as the
Golden Dawn and a primary source for
countless books on magical uses of
stones, herbs, incense, and
astrology, Agrippa’s many lists and
diagrams have proven invaluable to
magicians since the 16th century.
Yet, until now, all English editions
of Agrippa’s Three Books were based
on the same flawed 1651 translation
from the mysterious “J.F.” In this
new translation from the original
1533 Latin edition, Eric Purdue
corrects the many mistranslations,
copyist mistakes, and errors
introduced from other editions as
well as restores all of Agrippa’s
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original illustrations. Purdue
notates every correction and offers
commentary, drawing on major
developments in the research of older
magical and astrological texts. He
also presents a nearly complete
bibliography of Agrippa’s primary
sources, revealing Agrippa as a
mainstream scholar of his day.

Presenting the first new English
translation of Three Books of Occult
Philosophy in more than 350 years,
this three-volume hardcover boxed set
repairs the gaps in knowledge
pervasive in the original translation
and restores the magical spirit of
Agrippa’s masterpiece, allowing us to
hear Agrippa speak again.
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